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Continuing the Conversation…

�Math Instructional Routines
�What did you try?
�How did it go?

�Outdoor Lesson
�What did you notice?
�What did you wonder?



� regular practice that has 
multiple entry points, 
open-ended and 
personalized

� helps to build a 
mathematical 
community in the 
classroom

� collaborative
� encourages 

mathematical discourse

� responsive and inclusive
� focus on a pedagogy of 

noticing and listening
� focus on number sense
� many can be used 

across mathematical 
curricular content 
strands 

� focus on curricular 
competencies

why mathematical routines?



Quick Images



Counting Collections

#countall



Number Talks
� 5-15 minute classroom routine 

� focused on thinking, learning and communication

� developing mental math strategies and computational 
fluency that builds from understanding number 
relationships

� teacher as facilitator

� classroom discussion and                        justification of 
strategies

� intentionally chosen number                           strings, 
problem sequences



Number Talk Images



WODB: Which One Doesn’t Belong?

� http://wodb.ca

� Can be used across                                   
mathematical curricular topics

� Often begin with 
� What do you notice?
� How are they alike/same?
� How are they different?

http://wodb.ca


Clothesline
� An interactive numberline

� Focus on number sense and relationships; comparing 
and ordering

� Ordering whole numbers through fractions through 
expressions including exponents and variables



Splat!
Steve Wyborney
stevewyborney.com



Unit Chats – How Many?

#unitchat



Two New Routines…



Numberless Word Problems











�https://bstockus.wordpress.com



What are you picturing in your mind?
How many porcupines do you think were walking in the forest?

How many porcupines do you think joined them?



What changed? What did we learn from this new information?
How does this change the movie in your mind?

What does the number 5 mean in this situation? What does it 
tell us? What does it not tell us?



What changed? What did we learn from this new information?
How does this change the movie in your mind?

What question could we ask about this situation?



Can you rewind the movie in your mind to figure out how 
many porcupines there were to start with?

How can we represent this with objects, a picture, or a 
number sentence?









Numberless Word Problems
� Numbers are replaced with general terms such as some

� Question is not provided

� One statement revealed at a time

� Students focus on sense-making, mathematical 
relationships and underlying mathematical structure of the 
problem

� Numbers are revealed in the existing narrative one a time

� Prompts are provided such as 
� What numbers would make sense for this problem?
� How does this new information confirm or change your 

thinking?
� What do you think the problem/question could be?



Pattern Talks





�What comes next?
�What else could come next?

�What comes before?
�What else could come before?

�What comes between?
�What else could come between?







Visual Patterns
�Fawn Nguyen
�visualpatterns.org





�Outdoor Lesson
�What did you notice?
�What did you wonder?

Grades 2&3 at Kaleden Elementary





Outdoor 
Classroom Day

#OutdoorClassroomDay
https://outdoorclassroomday.com

https://outdoorclassroomday.com/


November 1 2018















May 23 2019





















Outdoor Artists
� Andy Goldsworthy

� James Brunt (Twitter @RFJamesUK





100 Leaves Challenge









thank you!
� jnovakowski@sd38.bc.ca

� on Twitter @jnovakowski38

� on Instagram jnovakowski

� Reggio-Inspired Mathematics blog

http://janicenovkam.typepad.com/reggioinspired_mathematic/

� SD38 district blog:

http://blogs.sd38.bc.ca/sd38mathandscience/


